A new code, MISHKA-F ͑Flow͒, has been developed as an extension of the ideal magnetohydrodynamic ͑MHD͒ code MISHKA-1 ͓Mikhailovskii et al., Plasma Phys. Rep. 23, 844 ͑1997͔͒ in order to investigate the linear MHD stability of ideal and resistive eigenmodes with respect to the effects of toroidal rotation in tokamaks in general toroidal geometry with the ion diamagnetic drift effect taken into account. Benchmark test results of the MISHKA-F code show good agreement with analytic theory ͓A. B. Mikhailovskii and S. E. Sharapov, Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 42, 57 ͑2000͔͒ for the stability limits of the ideal n / m =1/1 internal kink mode. The combined stabilizing effects of the ion diamagnetic drift frequency, *i , and the toroidal flow shear are also studied. The *i stabilization of the internal kink mode is found to be more effective at finite flow shear. Finiten ballooning modes are studied in plasmas with the toroidal flow shear effect included. The stabilization of the ballooning modes by toroidal rotation is found to agree well with earlier predictions ͓Webster et al., Phys. Plasmas 11, 2135 ͑2004͔͒. The effect of high flow shear is analyzed for a sawtoothing discharge typical in the Mega Ampère Spherical Tokamak ͑MAST͒ ͓Sykes et al., Nucl. Fusion 41, 1423 ͑2001͔͒. It is found that the ideal n = 1 internal kink mode can be stabilized by toroidal rotation at values observed experimentally.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to obtain the maximum fusion yield it is imperative to control the magnetohydrodynamic ͑MHD͒ instabilities that can limit plasma performance in a tokamak. A careful assessment of how to control or alleviate such MHD activity is best provided by numerical computations that assess the stability of the plasma. Toroidal rotation velocities in the core as high as half of the ion sound speed can be generated in modern-day spherical tokamaks ͑STs͒ by neutral beam injection ͑NBI͒. Since this fast plasma rotation can influence the stability of ideal and resistive magnetohydrodynamic instabilities, it is necessary to include the effects of rotation in linear stability analyses. However, our knowledge of MHD stability in rotating plasmas is less comprehensive than for static plasmas. The ideal MHD eigenvalue code, MISHKA-1 1 was developed in order to compute ideal MHD instabilities, and then extended to MISHKA-D 2 ͑drift MHD͒ to investigate the finite ion gyroradius stabilizing effect of the ion diamagnetic drift frequency, *i . Here we present a further extension to consider the effects of toroidal plasma rotation using a new code, MISHKA-F ͑flow MHD͒, which also includes the *i effect.
The effects of plasma rotation on different MHD instabilities has been discussed in numerous analytical studies. Resistive wall modes can be stabilized by sufficiently fast toroidal rotation; 3, 4 ballooning modes are stabilized by sheared toroidal flows [5] [6] [7] and the internal kink mode also exhibits stabilization with toroidal rotation. [8] [9] [10] There is also substantial experimental work that suggests stabilization of instabilities due to toroidal rotation. The energy losses due to edge localized modes ͑ELMs͒ have been shown to reduce due to momentum input from the NBI directed counter to the plasma current in JT-60U 11, 12 and DIII-D. 13 Numerical modeling of the effects of toroidal rotation on MHD stability can help to determine what effect it may have on triggering ELMs.
It has also been shown that sawtooth oscillations are stabilized with increasing toroidal rotation 15 and that the direction of momentum input has a profound impact on the stabilization of the sawteeth in the Joint European Torus ͑JET͒, 16 the Tokamak Experiment for Technology Oriented Research ͑TEXTOR͒, 17 and the Mega Ampère Spherical Tokamak ͑MAST͒. 18 What is more, in spherical tokamaks, toroidal rotation velocities can approach the ion sound speed. In the National Spherical Torus Experiment ͑NSTX͒, it has been proposed that sawteeth periods are extended by 2-3 times due to the very fast toroidal rotation of the plasma. the model and numerical method of application is presented in Sec. III. The MISHKA-F code is benchmarked against analytical results for the effect of toroidal rotation on the n / m =1/1 internal kink mode in Sec. IV and on high-n ballooning modes in Sec. V. In order to quantify the experimental relevance of the stabilization effect of the sheared toroidal rotation, a MAST discharge is analyzed in Sec. VI. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sec. VII.
II. EQUILIBRIUM

A. Geometry
We use the coordinate system ͑s , , ͒ related to the magnetic surfaces with straight magnetic field lines described in Ref. 1 . Here s = ͑ / edge ͒ 1/2 is the radial coordinate marking the magnetic surfaces, = ͑s͒ is the function characterizing the poloidal magnetic flux, is the poloidal coordinate, and is the toroidal angle. This coordinate system is specified by representing the equilibrium magnetic field, B 0 in the form
where the function F = F͑s͒ characterizes the toroidal magnetic flux. The contravariant components of B 0 , B 0 i ͑i =1,2,3͒ satisfy the relations B 0 1 =0, B 0 3 / B 0 2 = q͑s͒, where q͑s͒ is the safety factor. According to Eq. ͑1͒, the th covariant component of B 0 , B 03 , is given by B 03 = F. On the other hand, it follows from Eq. ͑1͒ that B 0 2 = f / J, where f = Ј =d /ds and J is the Jacobian of the coordinate system. In accordance with the choice of the toroidal angle, , g 33 = R 2 , g 33 =1/R 2 , where R is the radial coordinate in the cylindrical coordinate system ͑R , z , ͒ and g 33 and g 33 are the corresponding components of the metric tensor g ik of the coordinate system ͑s , , ͒ and the inverse metric tensor g ik . Using the above relations we have B 0 3 = g 33 , B 03 = F / R 2 , J = fqR 2 / F, and B 0 2 = F / qR 2 . According to the equilibrium Ampère law, the equilibrium electric current density, j 0 , is expressed in terms of the spatial derivatives of the equilibrium magnetic field, j 0 = ٌ ϫ B 0 / 0 , so that
We consider the plasma rotation to be subsonic, v Ӷ c s . Thereby we can neglect the effect of rotation on the equilibrium condition, so taking this condition in the form
where p 0 = p 0 ͑s͒ is the equilibrium plasma pressure.
B. Equilibrium plasma rotation
The equilibrium plasma rotation is governed by the ion equilibrium momentum equation
Here e is the ion charge, n 0 = n 0 ͑s͒ is the equilibrium plasma number density, E 0 is the equilibrium radial electric field, v 0 is the equilibrium plasma velocity, and p 0i = p 0i ͑s͒ is the equilibrium ion pressure. It follows from Eq. ͑4͒ that
Here v E0 and v *i0 are the equilibrium cross-field drift velocity and the ion diamagnetic drift velocity, respectively, given by
while v ʈ0 is an arbitrary vector directed along the field B 0 so that
III. MODEL FOR PERTURBATIONS
A. Momentum equations
We take the starting momentum equations in the form
Here p is the perturbed plasma pressure, the function H is introduced by ͑see also Ref. 1͒
where B is the perturbed magnetic field, 0 = 0 ͑s͒ is the equilibrium plasma mass density, d / dt = ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬t + v 0i · ٌ, v 0i is the equilibrium ion velocity, and ⌳ i is the ion gyroviscosity tensor.
The time dependence of the perturbations is taken in the form e t . Using the rule of covariant differentiation,
, the sth and th components of Eq. ͑9͒ reduce to
͑12͒
where ⌫ ij k are the Christoffel symbols defined as 
Therefore the parallel projection of Eq. ͑9͒ is
where ␤ 3 is given in Appendix A. Then the functions ṽ 1 , ṽ 2 , and ṽ 3 entering Eqs. ͑11͒, ͑12͒, and ͑16͒ are expressed in terms of ṽ 1 , v 2 , and v 3 by 
In MISHKA-D, 2 the assumption that Â 3 = 0 is made. However, in the presence of toroidal plasma rotation this is not usually the case so MISHKA-F allows for the finiteness of Â 3 . The expressions for the functions B i ͑i =1,2,3͒ in terms of the variables A 1 , Â 2 , and Â 3 are given in Appendix A.
In calculating the perturbed plasma pressure p we neglect the perturbations of the ion and electron temperatures for simplicity, taking
Here T 0e is the equilibrium electron temperature. As a result, Eqs. ͑11͒, ͑12͒, and ͑16͒ contain seven variables, viz.,
, and p. Therefore we supplement the momentum equations by four other equations. This is the goal of the next step.
B. Perturbed Ohm's law
We take the perpendicular Ohm's law in the form
where e is the ion charge. Similarly, the parallel Ohm's law is represented in the form
Here Ќ and ʈ represent the directions perpendicular and parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field, respectively. The perturbed electric field is related to the vector potential A by Ẽ =−‫ץ‬A / ‫ץ‬t. Therefore, for ‫ץ‬ / ‫ץ‬t → , we have
It follows from Eqs. ͑20͒-͑22͒ that
͑25͒
C. Pressure equation
We start from the pressure equation of the form
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͑27͒
D. Description of numerical method
In the numerical scheme we introduce the "canonical" variables
The functions X i are Fourier expanded in the toroidal and poloidal angles, while the radial structure is described by cubic and quadratic Hermite finite elements, H͑s͒:
where X is any of the functions in Eq. ͑28͒. In order to follow the approach described in Ref. 20 , the weak forms are constructed by multiplying Eqs. ͑11͒, ͑12͒, ͑16͒, ͑23͒-͑25͒, and
, and fp, respectively, and integrating over the volume Jdsdd. The weak forms are given in Appendix B. The set of equations solved by MISHKA-F is given by Eqs. ͑B1͒, ͑B2͒, ͑B26͒, ͑B36͒, ͑B46͒, ͑B55͒, and ͑B64͒.
IV. TOROIDAL FLOW STABILIZATION OF THE INTERNAL KINK MODE
A. Flow effects
As a benchmark case for the MISHKA-F code, the stabilization of the n = 1 internal kink mode with respect to toroidal velocity is analyzed. Analytically, the growth rate of the internal kink mode as a function of the toroidal velocity can be found by using Eq. ͑3.17͒ of Ref. 21 :
where ⍀ is the shifted mode frequency, ⍀ = − v E ͑r 0 ͒k y , is the mode frequency, *i is the ion diamagnetic frequency, A = sv A / qR is the Alfvén frequency, ⌳ = qR␥ / v A s, and
ͬ.
͑31͒
The dimensionless parameter is the normalized velocity shear,
where v A = B / ͱ n 0 M i , v T is the toroidal rotation prescribed as a profile input to MISHKA-F, k y = m / r, B is the equilibrium magnetic field, n 0 is the plasma density, M i is the mass of the ions, m is the poloidal mode number, ⍀ is the angular velocity, and s is the magnetic shear, s = r / qdq / dr evaluated at the q = 1 surface. Here we ignore the diamagnetic effects, so *i = 0. As such, the flow-shear stabilization of the n = 1 internal kink mode is described by
MISHKA-F was tested by varying the toroidal velocity with both a constant rotation profile and a linearly sheared rotation profile. The equilibrium employed ͓generated by the equilibrium code HELENA 22 ͔ has a pressure profile, pЈ = pЈ͑0͒ ϫ͑1−͒ and a current profile, ͗j͘ = j͑0͒͑1−͒, where is normalized poloidal flux. The plasma has a circular boundary, an inverse aspect ratio of 0.1, safety factor on-axis of q͑0͒ = 0.8, and poloidal beta of ␤ p = 0.3. The equilibrium is static and unstable to the ideal n = 1 internal kink mode. Figure 1 shows the growth rate, ␥ =Re͑͒, of the internal kink mode normalized to unity as a function of the toroidal velocity normalized to the Alfvén speed, which is in good accordance with Eq. ͑33͒. The growth rate of the mode decreases as the toroidal velocity increases, whether the flow is sheared or constant. As the flow reaches = 1, the mode is stabilized. The value of flow required to stabilize the internal kink mode is within 15% of the analytical predictions based on considering the inertial layer only. The n = 1 internal kink mode is stabilized by flows of the order v / c s Ͻ 0.15, for which it has been shown 14 that a static equilibrium is an appropriate approximation.
B. Ion diamagnetic effects at finite flow
Now we return to Eq. ͑30͒ in order to consider the stabilizing effect of the ion diamagnetic frequency at finite flow shear. It follows that for weak cross-field velocity shear, Ͻ 1, the *i effect is stabilizing, and the n = 1 internal kink eigenmodes become stable according to analytic theory at 
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where ␣ 1 = *i /2⌳ A and ⌳ is defined in Ref. 21 . In order to compare the value of ␣ 1 at marginal stability given analytically by Eq. ͑34͒ with MISHKA-F, we define the value for marginal stability from computational analysis as:
where crit ͑͒ is the critical value of the parameter ͑which represents the *i effects, as defined below͒ corresponding to the stability boundary for finite and 0 crit = crit ͑0͒. The dimensionless parameter is defined as
where e i is the ion charge, n 0i is the ion density on axis, A = R 0 / v A ͑0͒, and v A ͑0͒ = B 0 ͑0͒ / ͱ 0 0 ͑0͒ is the Alfvén velocity at the magnetic axis. For the equilibrium described above, the stability boundary predicted analytically ͑represented by ␣ 1 ͒ and that found in MISHKA-F ͑␣ 2 ͒ at different values of the flow shear is given in Table I . This shows a qualitative agreement between theory and numerical predictions, although an exact agreement is not found here since the theory is based upon local approximation of the magnetic shear at the q =1 surface whereas the internal kink mode is essentially nonlocal. The n = 1 internal kink mode can be stabilized by the *i effect at any flow shear. When the rotation is directed in the co-current direction, the two effects are aligned and so stabilization is increased. Conversely, when the rotation is directed counter-current, the toroidal rotation is opposed to the ion diamagnetism, and so *i needs to be larger to cause stabilization of the mode. This effect is shown in Fig. 2 . Finally, the trajectory of the growth rate, ␥ =Re͑͒, and the frequency, =Im͑͒, of the n = 1 internal kink mode as a function of is shown in Fig. 3 . The behavior of the modes is in good accordance with Eq. ͑30͒. At =0 ͑i.e., when there is no ion diamagnetic frequency͒, two modes exist: one unstable and the other stable and damped, both with the same mode structure. When there is no flow shear, as increases the frequency of both modes increases linearly with *i , while the growth and damping rates decrease. Eventually, the two modes coalesce, and further increases in lead to two stable modes, with increasing and decreasing frequency, respectively. When the flow shear is included this behavior changes, dependent upon the direction of the toroidal rotation. If the rotation is directed in the same direction as *i ͑i.e., co-current rotation͒, then the growth and damping rates of the two modes reach zero at a lower value of the ion diamagnetism. This also occurs at a lower frequency than for the static case. Conversely, if the rotation is directed in the opposite direction to *i , then the growth and damping rates of the two modes initially increase with , before ultimately decreasing as before. Now it requires a higher to cause both modes to be stabilized. After stabilization, increasing causes a bifurcation of the modes into two stable modes with increasing and decreasing frequency, respectively, as exhibited with no flow shear.
V. TOROIDAL FLOW STABILIZATION OF BALLOONING MODES
The influence of toroidal flow shear on finite-n ballooning modes is analyzed and compared to analytic theory as another benchmark test of MISHKA-F. Ideal MHD predicts that ballooning modes-instabilities which minimize the bending of magnetic field lines-are unstable in regions of high pressure gradients. The highest pressure gradients in a tokamak plasma are found in transport barriers established in high confinement mode ͑H mode͒. 23 There are also strong flow shears at such transport barriers, which emphasizes the importance of understanding how flow shear affects the stability of ballooning modes. Ballooning mode stability at an internal transport barrier ͑ITB͒ with respect to the sheared toroidal flow was predicted in Ref. 24 , where it is suggested that the flow shear will become important when
where ⌬r is the width of the ITB and ⌬v is the change in the flow speed over the ITB. This means that the effect of flow becomes more significant at low magnetic shear. In order to verify the flow effect on ballooning modes, a test case was prescribed by a circular equilibrium characterized by an aspect ratio R 0 / a = 3, safety factor at the boundary, q a = 3, and a poloidal beta ␤ p = 0.4. The equilibrium has a steep localized pressure gradient as shown in Fig. 4 and is unstable to ballooning modes but stable to Mercier modes. In order to reduce the magnetic shear, the q profile is flattened by tailoring the current profile supplied to HELENA. 25 Figure 5 shows the growth rate of the ballooning modes as a function of the parameter representing the sheared toroidal flow. In good accordance with Eq. ͑33͒, the growth rate reaches zero when Ϸ 1. Here the magnetic shear and the flow shear are evaluated at the radial position at which the ballooning mode is most unstable. As the sheared toroidal rotation is increased, the ballooning mode eigenfunction narrows in radial extent, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. This is consistent with the predictions made in Ref. 24 . This narrowing of the mode structure continues to the point when is sufficiently high to stabilize the mode, at which point the eigenfunction disappears. In this case, the low magnetic shear means that ϳ 1 can be reached with low toroidal flows, v / c s Ͻ 0.1, which satisfies the criterion for the use of a static equilibrium.
VI. STABILITY OF IDEAL MHD MODES IN MAST PLASMAS
As the power of the NBI applied to tokamak plasmas is increased, the quiescent time between sawtooth crashes lengthens. 15 The beam injection leads to momentum input which can make the plasma spin at speeds approaching the ion sound speed in spherical tokamaks. Recent theoretical work has established that toroidal plasma rotation up to sonic flow speeds has a strong stabilizing effect on internal kink modes. 8, 9 MISHKA-F is applied to a typical sawtoothing discharge in MAST with high co-NBI. The plasma is in double null configuration with inverse aspect ratio ⑀ = 0.675, poloidal beta, ␤ p = 0.42, magnetic field, B t = 0.48 T, and total plasma current, I p = 763 kA. The equilibrium has a monotonic q profile with q 0 = 0.837. The growth rate of the ideal n / m =1/1 internal kink mode with respect to the toroidal rotation speed is show in Fig. 8 . The internal kink mode is completely stabilized by the effect of the toroidal rotation, with the strongest stabilization exhibited with a constant rotation profile. Experimentally, the core rotation speed is approximately 125 km/ s, so it can be seen that the stabilization of the internal kink mode occurs at rotation speed of the order of magnitude of those achievable in MAST plasmas with high injected beam power. In this discharge the ion sound speed is approximately 650 km/ s so the internal kink mode is stabilized by flows of the order v / c s ϳ 0.15. The rotation profile measured experimentally by the charge exchange diagnostic has been approximated by a polynomial of the form v͑s͒ = v 0 ͓0.6406+ 1.6425s − 0.564s 2 + 9.5009s 3 + 6.6498s 4 ͔, where v 0 is the rotation velocity in the core. The stronger stabilization provided by a constant rotation profile suggests that the important parameter in the flow-stabilizing mechanism is the amplitude of the flow at the q = 1 surface. In this equilibrium the q = 1 surface is at s = 0.4, and so the constant and linearly sheared rotation profiles cause the kink mode to be stabilized at lower flow speeds than the MAST rotation profile since they are at their maximum in the core, and so the value at the q = 1 surface is high. The experimental rotation profile is approximately 2 / 3 of its maximum value in the core and reaches a peak at r Ͼ r͑q =1͒. It is evident that the rotation profile and, specifically, the flow shear at q =1 is an important parameter when considering the stabilization of the internal kink mode with respect to toroidal rotation. The MISHKA-F results indicate that a strong effect of toroidal and *i rotation modifies the linear growth rate of sawteeth, which may be the primary reason for the increased quiescent time between sawteeth and longer sawtooth-free periods observed in strongly co-NBI heated plasmas. Previous theoretical work 10 has shown kinetic stabilization of the ideal n =1 internal kink mode by the injected fast ions. Kinetic modeling, which will be addressed in the future, will aim to assess the contribution made by the kinetic effects to the stabilization of the n = 1 internal kink mode.
VII. SUMMARY
The MISHKA-type MHD code 1 has been developed to include the effects of toroidal rotation, which is important for tokamaks such as the ST and the edge plasma in conven- 
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Modeling the effect of toroidal plasma¼ Phys. Plasmas 13, 062511 ͑2006͒ tional aspect ratio machines, where plasma rotation speeds approaching the ion sound speed are achievable. The equations that extend the ideal one-fluid MHD model to include the effects of toroidal flows have been presented here. The new code, MISHKA-F, allows us to perform computation of both stable and unstable eigenmodes up to a very large toroidal mode number ͑n Ͻ 50-100͒ in full toroidal geometry. The stabilization of the n = 1 internal kink mode and high-n ballooning modes by sheared toroidal flow in a large aspect ratio circular plasma shows good agreement with analytic theory. The internal kink modes are stabilized when the dimensionless parameter, = qR / Sv A ϫ d/dr͑rv T / Rq͒ is equal to one, as are the high-n ballooning modes. The stabilizing influence of the ion diamagnetic frequency, *i , at finite toroidal flow shear has also been analyzed for the n = 1 internal kink mode, and shows qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions. As the flow shear increases, the diamagnetic effect is more stabilizing and the internal kink mode can be stabilized at significantly lower *i . MISHKA-F has been applied to analyze the stabilizing effect of the flow shear on n = 1 internal kink modes in a sawtoothing MAST discharge with high co-NBI. It was found that at rotation speeds achievable in MAST the internal kink mode can be completely stabilized.
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APPENDIX A: AUXILIARY FORMULAS FOR SECTION III
The functions B i ͑i =1,2,3͒ are expressed in terms of A 1 , Â 2 , and Â 3 by
͑A3͒
The function ␤ 3 used in Eq. ͑16͒ is defined as 
͑B2͒
The matrix B͑k , l͓͒͑k , l͒ = ͑1,2͔͒ is given in the appendix of Ref.
2. The matrix elements B͑1,6͒ and B͑2,6͒ are given by
Here the matrix elements are the coefficients in front of the quadratic combinations of the variables X i ͑i ͓1,7͔͒. 
The integrals I 1 p and I 2 p are related to the perturbed plasma pressure and they are defined as
Here
and the matrix elements in Eq. ͑B14͒ are
The integrals I 1 F and I 2 F describe the flow effects and are given by
where the flow-dependent matrix elements entering Eq. ͑B1͒ are given by
The flow-dependent matrix elements entering Eq. ͑B2͒ are
We multiply Eq. ͑16͒ by JB 0 2 v 3* and integrate over s and to obtain Modeling the effect of toroidal plasma¼ Phys. Plasmas 13, 062511 ͑2006͒
͑B26͒
where
and the matrix elements are
A͑6,4͒ = − ͑m + nq͒ 1 q dp 0 ds , ͑B29͒
A͑6,5͒ = dp 0 ds
The function G 6 F describes the flow effects and is defined by
The matrix elements entering Eq. ͑B32͒ are given by
Perturbed Ohm's law
We multiply Eq. ͑23͒ by A 1 * and integrate the result over s , to obtain
͑B36͒
The matrix elements B͑3,3͒ and A͑3,2͒ are given in the appendix of Ref.
2. The function G 3 is defined as
where the matrix elements A ͑3,7͒ and A ͑3,7Ј͒ are given by
͑B39͒
The function G 3 F describes the flow effect and is defined by 
